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ABOUT US

VODS, LIVE EVENTS, 360° & FEATURE LENGTH CONTENT

‣ Global multimedia news agency
Established in 2013

‣ An alternative  
from go to established global
agencies

‣ Global Producers in 
150 countries with a 3000 strong team

‣ Operating 
24/7, 365 days a year

‣ Output
- 1200 new videos per month
- 300 hours of live events per month

- Features and documentaries
- 360 content





ABOUT US
SERVE OVER 1200+ CLIENTS, ACROSS 106 COUNTRIES INCLUDING 
THE WORLD’S BIGGEST MEDIA GROUPS, BROADCASTERS, ONLINE 
PUBLISHERS TO NEW WAVE SOCIAL MEDIA ENTITIES



Traditional news agencies - AP, Reuters, AFP etc

UGC rights holders and agencies

Video stock agencies

Live streamers

Social media contributors

CORE BUSINESS

CORE BUSINESS AND COMPETITION

COMPETITION



MARKET DYNAMICS: What are the 
changing needs of news media

clients in the online space? 



Market Dynamics

‣ On-demand
Audiences fragmented across platforms, from traditional TV news broadcasters
and bulletins to on-demand anytime, anywhere.

‣ Choice needed
Audiences have more news options - challenging the status quo news channels –
and want to expand their viewpoints from as many angles as possible.

‣ Cost and cord -cutting 
Big names in media have became more price sensitive and have cut costs of production for big 
events, using mobile devices to stream often in favour of large SNG satellite trucks for breaking 
news.

‣ Quicker reactive news acquisitions from SM
Social contributors on the ground often provide news faster than established agencies.
We have needed to embrace UGC and mobile contributors to win on trending stories.



‣ Real experiences and engagement needed
Lower brand loyalty to traditional news outlets due to fragmentation of news across platforms

means our clients have needed content that can catch attention to their platforms, hold a viewer 
longer and keep them coming back for more.

‣ Truthful
New wave digital audiences want more transparency and truth in their consumption trusting less 
of traditional news media brands.

‣ Talk with, not talk to
Digital clients needed content that will build a conversation and dialogue with their audiences, 
they need audiences to lean in and  become more invested in the trajectory of an ongoing story. 

Market Dynamics



What's the market opportunity? 



Embracing Digital Video at 
a time of massive growth 

•Cisco predicts 80% of all consumer internet traffic 
will be video by 2021. 

•Online video ad spend is expected to grow from 
US$27 billion to US$43 billion in 2020, equaling 23 % 
of the size of TV ad spends.

2019 THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS 
IN AN INTERNET MINUTE 

GROWTH

RETENTION

•Before 2020 an average person is going to 
watch video content on their mobile or desktop 
for 84 minutes a day.

Created by
@ Lorilewis
@Officiallychadd

Market Opportunity



Global OTT devices and services market 
will reach USD 165 billion by 2025.

A massive increase from $29 billion 
recorded in 2015 due to mobile devices 
and smart TVs penetration.

Source: intertrust

Embracing Digital Video at 
a time of massive growth 

Market Opportunity

OTT 



Embracing Live Streaming 

‣ Traffic and growth 
By 2021 live online video will account for 13% of all 
Internet video traffic. (Cisco)

‣ Higher Engagement
According to Facebook, 78% of their users watch live 
stream videos – spend 3x more time watching them,
commenting more than 10x than normal video.

‣ Transparency and Authenticity
Perceived as more authentic and allows the 
audience to judge for themselves 
the story without editorialization. 

‣ Good vs Bad
Debates in regards to publishing certain content and 
how to moderate, never been more significant than 
the recent shooting in NZ.

Market Opportunity



Embracing New Media Voices

Low Barriers to digital entry birthing new wave 
media clients who need quality news content 
and competitive pricing to acquire content 
and talk about the news they care about.

Who are they?

Youtube creators, People setting up 
Facebook pages, social media brands and 
commentators, sharing stories, producing and 
publishing their own news, reacting to 
trending news topics.

“creating communities and
Spreading news stories across 
platforms”.

Market Opportunity



KEY TAKE-AWAYS

‣ Large volumes of potential media clients want to set up social pages and produce news they care 
about, with their own voices often with the results of more followers than a state TV channel.

‣ We saw a sharp rise in demand for hard and advertising friendly light news videos and a drive for live 
events, as well as the attempt to embrace 360°-degree content to provide audiences with immersive 
experiences.

‣ Needs for longer format content to engage audiences and hold attention after initial short clip 
viewings.

‣ Embrace social submissions and work with contributors to trending stories.

“Clients needed new ideas, content, delivery and formats to meet demands, which 
helped us establish and scale a new agency in a market dominated by legacy players“ 

Market Opportunity



How have we been able to 
embrace these changes?



#1. Creating content that captures attention, 
engages and retains viewers across platforms



Capturing attention
with new ways of 
news reporting

‣ Deploy drones over war zones -
other agencies had the budget, 
but not the mindset.

‣ Broadcast live in 360° .

‣ Offer a panoramic space walk.

Big pictures that resonate 
across platforms of TV and 
online.

#1. Creating content that captures





RETAINING audiences with ORIGINAL long format content to help our clients monetize across tv, social 
platforms with premium ads, websites, Facebook, Youtube and the SVOD & OTT market

High quality productions which are advertising friendly from 
Mini docs of 10 minutes to full features of 50 minutes, as well 

as series to keep audiences coming back to our clients.

#1. Creating content that retains and works across platforms

FEATURE-LENGTH DOCUMENTARY

~ 30 MIN

Retaining and engaging



News Story Short Released
(1-2 minutes duration format)

1

Client Publishes Story, creates 
Buzz Around Story

3

1

Develop a Full length feature 
> 30 minutes

2

3

4 Pushed to client TV, OTT clients,
websites and social channels

CLIENT TV

4

CLIENT WEBSITE

SOCIAL CHANNELS



#2. Developed tools that give media clients faster, 
easier and cost-effective access



THE FIRST NEWS AGENCY TO RELEASE 
LIVE STREAMING PLATFORM DIRECT 
TO WEB & SOCIAL PLATFORMS
IN 3 CLICKS

#2 Providing tools that give faster, easier and cost effective access

‣ Stream professional live HD video content
and 360 from around the world in as little as 
three clicks.

‣ Allows broadcasters and vloggers alike to 
stream live video quickly and easily via an 
easy-to-embed live streaming solution

‣ providing up to 9 simultaneous lives per user 
to multiple destinations



VIDEO OF RUPTLY LIVE



MOBILE TEAM

125 hours of live streams were 
produced, shown more than 170 
times across client outlets from 24 
Countries. 20 million views on social. 

#2 Providing tools that give faster, easier and cost effective access

CASE: Yellow Vests



#3. Developed business models that would level 
the playing field in terms of access to

quality news content to all



Mind the gap?

We found a gap in the market for small to medium 
scale clients online who wanted to comment, react 
and set up their own channels or pages. 

-They had big desires but little in budget.

-Also market for traditional entities who wanted 
to start their digital presence.

What did we do?

Build an INDUSTRY FIRST Business model which 
enabled small scale entities to gain access to 
unlimited news media content and compete against 
big media entities. 

Price point needed to be bold

We’ve seen the disruptive models in terms of Netflix, 
Uber, Amazon, so why not news media?

We decided to charge : 12.50 euro per month

#3 Changing the model of access to all

MARKET
DISRUPTION

PRICE

7,99 EURO/
Month

25 HD clips/ 
€1, 199 year





How do we find these clients?

LOTS from copyright cases on social 
media and speaking to clients who have 
new digital projects

How do we make any money?

We predefined the parameters
as seen on the right

What does this mean for Ruptly?

Scale a previously untapped market 
across the world to offset small-medium 
client budgets and potentially the next 
generation of big subscribers for us.

#3 Changing the model of access to all

If our clients grow, we grow



#3 Changing the model of access to all

#Greek Newspaper portal 
going social

#Italian photographer and 
blogger from UK on twitter

#Filmmaker from USA

#Clients from over 21 counties including USA, Korea, Japan, 
Mexico, Greece, Italy, UK taken up RUPTLY PASS

#Feminist initiative social page



CASE:

PASS START – 5000 FOLLOWERS 

PASS END – 7 MILLION FOLLOWERS
ACROSS BRANDED SOCIAL PAGES 
with followers across Europe, Asia, 
America moved up to higher value 
subscription and grew together.

#3 Changing the model of access to all



#4. Embraced submissions from contributors 
around the globe, work with the next gen

and grow their great ideas 



Per Quarter

2529 submissions 

6106 files in total 

3055 users 

166 tasks' locations 

35394 users' locations 

2140 chat messages exchanged

300+ Clients a month uptake

#4 Embraced submissions from contributors around the globe



Is it working and what 
have we learned?



MARKET IS THERE FOR RISK TAKERS
Take risks, try new things, hire people with a bit of attitude who 
want to make some noise within the industry.

EMBRACE SOCIAL AND NEW VOICES
New media voices are the future of news media clientele for us and we want to grow 
with them. They have great ideas, that’s why they are able to reach an audience even
with unpolished productions, they connect authentically to their communities. 

Is it working and what have we learned?



TRY TO BE FIRST
We pushed internally for new ideas, we produced First ever drone over war zone in news, first ever 
live streaming platform to provide up to 9 simultaneous lives to multiple user destinations, and 
created a market breaking business model RUPTLY PASS.

BE FLEXIBLE
Be flexible, collaborative and help educate your media client about opportunities to grow 
in the new media space - lots of Traditional news media institutions globally are only just 
adopting a digital strategy.

Example: Embracing new talent from the internet back into TV and vice versa.

Is it working and what have we learned?



COMMERCIAL TEAM
OF THE YEAR

Over 1200 clients from 106 
countries

Grew over 135.6% in subscriptions to our 
service from Mid-2018 to Present 

Ruptly Pass clients from over 21 
countries : Columbia, to UK and 
Germany to South Korea and 
Japan and more. Including 
traditional newspaper entities, 
vloggers, to youtube influencers 
and start up news entities!

Over 200 different clients a 
month use our live platform
from across 60 countries

Is it working and what have we learned?

Live Platform Award



# Final thought…

Is it working and what have we learned?

The disruptive nature of fragmentation across platform gives us 
opportunities to embrace new ways of telling stories, open up new 
revenue streams and grow brands into globally recognized outlets 
across platforms.  

For us it helped us scale a new wave agency, giving new clients, new 
ways of working and enabled new ideas to become reality 

# Capture > engage > retain > platform
# Diversify revenue streams > offset risks



Thank you!


